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A basic introduction to the basics of signal operation

The idea of these notes is to go through the basics of signal operation. They are not meant as a full depth explanation of how signals work.
Look our for other notes that cover various signalling aspects



Signals are provided in order to increase the line capacity and to keep trains a braking distance apart. In controlled areas,
signals can also be held at danger to regulate the service and protect points. The running rail is divided into sections and
current fed through the section to a relay - this is the basis of a track circuit. The track circuits are kept isolated from each
other along the running rail by an insulated blockjoint. Sometimes, there are “twin blockjoints” - two insulated blockjoints with
a dead section of around 10 to 11 feet between them.

Overlaps
A signal has an overlap, which is the distance between the trainstop at that signal and the blockjoint that is normally placed
at least a braking distance ahead of that signal. In normal circumstances, a train that passes that signal at danger at up to
normal line speed should be tripped at that signal’s trainstop and stop within the overlap. One of the things that affects
braking distance is the speed of the train - the faster the train, the more braking distance is required and thus the signal has
a longer overlap. Where trains normally stop at a station, there is no need for a long overlap on the station starter as the
train will be starting from zero. Because of the shorter overlap at station starters, drivers of non-stopping trains are
instructed to reduce the speed to 5 mph at the starter.

Station starters at stations that have booked non-stop trains may have a longer overlap to allow trains to pass through that
station at a higher speed.

Sections
A section is the area of track within that signal’s control - i.e. if there is any part of a train in that area, that signal will be at
danger. The section normally comprises the overlap of that signal and the are of the track that the signal protects.
The track circuits within the protection area are normally labelled after that signal number. E.g. signal A123 may have track
circuits 123A, 123B and 123C. If any of these track circuits are occupied, that signal will not clear. In controlled areas, letters
of the alphabet are used rather that the controlled signal number.

Protection
A signal at danger protects a train or points ahead. The signal needs to be a braking distance from what it is protecting. In
many cases, this is not the last signal before the train / points.

A signal can remain at danger for many reasons, depending on the type of signal and the area. It should never be assumed
that a signal will clear.



Ordinary  overlap
A signal and trainstop are placed a braking distance, at normal line speed, to the rear of the blockjoint
at which the signal area commences.

A train could be stopped within the overlap and the signal would still be green.
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Absolute overlap
A blockjoint is placed at the signal. The signal will go to red as soon as the first pair of wheels go over the blockjoint.
This ensures that the signal does not remain at danger with a train in the overlap.

That signal will remain at danger as long as there is a train or part of a train between that signal and the end of that signal’s section.

If there is a train in the overlap of A322, then A320 and A322 will both be at danger.
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ABSOLUTE OVERLAP
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A320 will remain at danger when there is a train in this section

A322 will remain at danger when there is a train in this section

A320 protects this areaA318 protects this area A322 protects this area
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A341A A341B
A343

341A339C339B 341C341B339A 343

A341C

With the train in the platform, all the home signals are red

Signalling at stations - a clear run

A341A A341B
A341C A343

341A339C339B 341C341B339A 343
As the train clears the blockjoint of track circuit 341A, then A341A goes to green

A341A A341B
A341C A343

341A339C339B 341C341B339A 343

As the train clears the blockjoint of track circuit 341B, then A341B goes to green

A341A A341B
A341C A343

341A339C339B 341C341B339A 343
As the train clears the blockjoint of track circuit 341C, then A341C goes to green



A341A A341B
A343

341A339C339B 341C341B339A 343

A341C

With the train in the platform, all the home signals are red. The following train is held at the outer home

A341A A341B
A341C A343

341A339C339B 341C341B339A 343
As the train clears the blockjoint of track circuit 341A, then A341A goes to green, allowing the following train to proceed to the next home signal

A341A A341B
A341C A343

341A339C339B 341C341B339A 343

As the train clears the blockjoint of track circuit 341B, then A341B goes to green, allowing the following train up to the inner home

A341A A341B
A341C A343

341A339C339B 341C341B339A 343
As the train clears the blockjoint of track circuit 341C, then A341C goes to green, allowing the following train into the platform

Signalling at stations - following a train


